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Welcome to Columbia Beach Resort

With its unique setting amongst the undulating hills of
the village of Pissouri on Cyprus’ southern coast, and
its distinctive, Cypriot architecture, the multi-awardwinning, all-suite Columbia Beach Resort possesses an
idyllic and inimitable charm. The setting of Columbia
Beach Resort — nestled on a spectacular 2km-long,
Blue Flag-certified beach, and surrounded by dense
vegetation in the valleys behind the bay — is especially
magical. Native flora, the white cliffs of Cape Aspro to
the east of the bay, local vineyards, and lushly growing
orchards create a secluded haven, at the heart of which
lies Columbia Beach Resort.
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Tradition Meets Innovation

The local village, and the secluded Pissouri Bay
upon which the Resort sits, have served as limitless
sources of inspiration in bringing this five-star
Resort to life. The landmark metamorphosis
completed in September 2017 that witnessed an
additional wing of suites and amenities brought
into the Resort’s wider embrace is testament to this,
with its sophisticated and stylish suites, and public
spaces, being appointed with fabrics and furnishings
reflective of the colours of the landscape, the
Mediterranean Sea, and the dramatic white cliffs
that frame the bay.

Throughout the Resort — situated on
an expanse spanning 75,000m², and
thoroughly modern in the breadth and
depth of its many amenities — the use
of local stone, wooden features such as
shutters on the windows, lovingly restored
terracotta roof tiles, graceful arches, and
creative planting influenced by Cyprus’
famed flora gives rise to a unique marriage
of tradition and innovation, where the
nostalgic comforts of the past meet the
excitement of forging new experiences.
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Nature’s Paradise

Walk in the grounds of Columbia Beach Resort,
along paved paths shaded by bougainvillaea,
jasmine, and olive trees, and immerse yourselves
in this natural paradise of lush, landscaped
gardens. Vibrant colours and lively aromas
invigorate the senses, as the Resort’s grounds
pay homage to some of Cyprus’ most beloved
flora. The heavenly herbs, and fruits of the
fragrant citrus trees are even used in the Resort’s
kitchens. And the stunning view across the bay
to the cliffs of Cape Aspro never fails to take
your breath away.
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Blue Dreams

Dive into the holiday of your dreams at Columbia
Beach Resort. Simply awe-inspiring, our seaside
setting along the 2km-long, shingle Pissouri
Bay — distinguished with the iconic Blue Flag
certification — allows for both serene relaxation
on the shore, and vibrant recreation in the
water, complete with a professional water sports
centre. The Resort, meanwhile, is home to
three swimming pools. Majestically meandering
through the west of the Resort is an 80m-long,
lagoon-style pool, which flows into a heated
indoor pool nestled in the heart of Hébe Spa,

inviting guests to relish exercise, even in
winter. At its culmination on the other end,
water falls softly into a shallow children’s
pool, surrounded by a pretty terrace area,
which is perfect for families. Indeed, a second
outdoor swimming pool is situated to the
east of the Resort. Poised directly above
Pissouri Bay, and with its own swim-up pool
bar along with plenty of space to soak up the
sun, families will feel at home in their own
little haven, delighting in being able to engage
in a few fun games.
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Suites to Suit You

As individual as you, each of the Resort’s 169 exclusive
suites not only offers outstanding comfort and excellent
furnishings, but also lovely terraces with relaxing views
across the gardens, either of the impressive pools, or
out to sea. Here, there’s luxury for everyone. Choose a
Junior Suite and get a generous 43 square metres to make
your own. A spacious Executive Suite sleeps up to four
persons, whilst our selection of one- or two-bedroom
Family Suites is on hand for extra comfort. Of course,
you could always select one of our elegant Eagle’s Nest
Suites complete with your own private plunge pool,
promising absolute luxury!
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In the Lap of Luxury

Make yourself comfortable in some of the most
luxurious and stylish accommodation in Cyprus:
spacious suites that offer a sleeping space, and
living area with snug sofa and chairs, and elegant
table. The lavish bathroom will tempt you with its
indulgently large bath — some with separate shower
cubicle — twin washbasins, bidet, and large mirrors.
Once you‘re feeling blissfully relaxed, the large,
comfortable bed promises the most beautiful of
dreams. And with a nightly turndown service, and
24-hour room service on hand, you will feel firmly in
the lap of luxury.
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Elemental Elegance

The suites are all elegantly furnished, boasting
meticulous attention to detail. Hand-woven
fabrics and stylish wooden furniture have been
chosen in colours to reflect the landscape and
Mediterranean Sea. Cool stone floors, ceiling
fans, and air conditioning keep the rooms fresh
in summer, with fluffy bathrobes and slippers
promising cosiness and comfort all year
round. Stylish, generous marble bathrooms
embellished with exclusive skin care and bath
accessories complete this luxurious picture of
elemental elegance.
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Bacchus Restaurant

Eating well is a key element of any stay at the Columbia Beach Resort. Our celebrated
team of chefs uses the wealth of ingredients that grow abundantly in the Cyprus
sunshine and source the best from around the world to produce heavenly cuisine.
With its high ceilings and elegant furnishings, Bacchus Restaurant invites guests
to indulge in a glamorous, fusion dinner, sampling the best of Mediterranean
and Asian inspired dining the island has to offer, with a menu carefully created
by our Resort’s award-winning, Michelin Star-trained Executive Chef, Ioannis
Giakoumidis, who is unfailingly driven by passion, imagination, and sincerity in
sharing his love of food with our guests. Bacchus is also the site at which guests
are invited to enjoy their daily sumptuous breakfast, bursting with both sweet
and savoury delights. Breakfast may also be savoured to the east of the Resort at
Atrium Restaurant or Cape Aspro, weather permitting.
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Apollo Tavern

Embark on a journey through Cyprus’ culinary
landscape at the Resort’s Apollo Tavern. Fresh fish
is always available, as is the beloved Cyprus meze: a
tempting array of small dishes of vegetables, meat,
and fish based on famous local recipes. Savour lunch
or dinner here and, in the warmer months, sit out on
the terrace and let the waves of the Mediterranean Sea
provide the soundtrack and backdrop to your meal.
At night, a musical duo provides gentle songs and
tunes that serve to enhance the warm and rustic
charm of the Resort’s own Cypriot taverna.
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The Joys of Island Living

Come lunch and dinner when your
stomach is desiring of something a little
more substantial, take a seat on Cape
Aspro Restaurant’s expansive terrace, and
peruse the rich menu, replete with hearty
and wholesome options. Armed with a
reinvigorated seafood - centric, sharing
dining concept, Cape Aspro leads guests
on a mouthwatering odyssey through
the Mediterranean’s sea-scape, with little
yet luscious sharing plates, and a relaxed
ambiance.

Named for the white cliffs (aspro meaning ‘white’ in
Greek) that embrace Pissouri Bay, Cape Aspro makes for
the ultimate in al fresco dining with family and friends,
expressive of the joys of island living. Also situated to the
east of the Resort is Street Eats, which come the warmer
months is transformed into a dedicated bespoke culinary
offering. Bringing together the excitement and eclecticism
of ‘eating out’ under the stars, this daily changing menu is
available to guests at an intimate selection of tables focused
around a central fire-pit BBQ, where Executive Chef and
creator of the Street Eats menu, Ioannis Giakoumides or
one of his team, prepares each dish.
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Excellence Bar None

A variety of bars with unique identities and ambiances
embellish the Resort across both east and west wings. The
nautical heritage of the Columbia Beach Resort is evident
in both the Eros Bar to the west, and Seven Cs Bar to the
east. Calm and composed spaces, the views out to the
Mediterranean Sea from the terraces of each respective bar
are simply breath-taking. Whether savouring a morning
espresso, a pre-dinner cocktail or cool beer, a seat at Eros Bar
and Seven Cs Bar is highly coveted by all from dawn until
dusk. Meanwhile, try the Ouzeri adjacent to the Apollo
Tavern for somewhere more intimate, whether for drinks
and coffee during the day or in the evening.

Oenophiles will marvel at the impressive wine cellar,
and all will relish the warm welcome, which can’t
help but recall the hospitality evident in day-to-day
Cypriot village life. Meanwhile, guests need not leave
either of our outdoor pools to savour a drink. Just
swim up to the Poseidon or Cape Aspro Pool Bar
and request your favourite tipple. Lunch and snacks
are available here too on the dry side of the bars! And
for those who prefer lounging in the lush gardens or
laying under the umbrellas on the beach for the day,
the Poseidon Beach Bar serves coffee, soft drinks, ice
creams, and snacks too.
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Spa Couture

Make time for physical and spiritual renewal
in the Resort’s award-winning Hébe Spa.
Avail yourselves of the luxury range of Elemis
products available at our Spa Bar, the innovative
Elemis BIOTEC skincare system, Valmont
products and treatments, along with our very
own signature treatments, using the best of
natural, local ingredients. With six treatment
rooms (including a dedicated room for couples),
a sauna, steam bath, and Jacuzzi, the intimate
surroundings and our professional staff will
support total relaxation and rejuvenation.

Moreover, Hébe Spa’s expansive
space totalling some 1,050m² is also
home to 2 squash courts, a fully
equipped gym, fitness studio with a
regular schedule of fitness classes, and
hair and nail studio, not to mention
an indoor pool, heated during the
winter months. With such variety,
and dedicated professionals available
to help you custom-design your
exclusive experience, Hébe Spa is the
epitome of couture culture.
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Sporting Fun

For those desiring of an active, energy-driven
break, there are tennis and squash courts on site,
a fully equipped, modern Health and Fitness
Centre situated in the Resort’s Hébe Spa, a
second fully equipped gym in the east wing, and
regular exercise and yoga classes to try, delivered
in our dedicated fitness studio, complete with
mirrors and sprung wood flooring. You will
also find our professional Cycling Centre on
site for bike rentals or cycling tours run by twotime former Swiss cycling champion, Thomas
Wegmueller.

Meanwhile,
our
swimming
pools offer the perfect blend of
relaxation and exercise, with
Pissouri Bay also featuring an array
of watersports, from adrenalinfuelled kite surfing to laid-back
pedaloes, and adventurous scuba
diving. Columbia Beach Resort
also has the distinction of being
ideally located nearby, and close
collaborators of, the island’s four
championship golf courses.
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Childhood Adventures

Columbia Beach Resort’s childcare
facilities are a safe haven for babies and
children aged 4 months to 12 years. Our
revamped children’s club, The Den Kids
Club, along with our dedicated crèche for
infants — Cub Life Crèche. Columbia
Beach Resort’s young adventurers will feel
inspired to learn about their surroundings
and local flora and fauna, discover new
skills, produce souvenirs from arts and
crafts endeavours, and create lasting
friendships.
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Making Memories

With a unique location, and first-class facilities
and service, Columbia Beach Resort is
distinguished for its creation of meaningful,
memorable, and magical occasions. Personalised
and professional guidance underscore any and
every event that takes place at the Resort —
whether a lavish wedding, humble christening,
blowout birthday bash, or seamlessly executed
corporate conference — and a range of venues,
inspired team of chefs, and host of luxurious
suites and on-site amenities unite in ensuring
absolute perfection.

Inimitable in design and stature, the Columbia Beach Resort’s All Saints
Chapel nestled within its grounds is a standout addition that serves to enrich
religious and spiritual occasions. Designed to resemble early Christian
buildings in Cyprus, its dramatic interior was painted in vibrant colours by the
celebrated English artist John Corbidge. Weddings, vow renewals, blessings,
and christenings are particularly beautiful in this setting overlooking the sea.
Meanwhile, with a host of corporate benefits, state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment and technical assistance, and dedicated coffee break,
lunch and dinner menus, corporate events of up to 350 participants can
be comfortably hosted in our Oval Ballroom, with smaller meetings of
up to 20 delegates being conveniently brought to fruition in the Adonis
Conference Room.
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Classification

Suites ~ 169

Complimentary

Sports & Leisure

• 5-Star Luxury Deluxe

• Comfortable sofa and armchair

• Wi-Fi throughout

Awards

• Sizeable balcony or terrace

• Newspapers

• Hébe Spa - Health & Beauty
Vitality centre (West)

• Bathtub and separate shower stall

• Stamps

• Tea and coffee making facilities

Bars & Restaurants

The latest additions to our collection:
• World Travel Awards:
› Europe’s Leading Luxury All Suite
Resort 2019, 2018, 2017 & 2016
› Mediterranean’s Leading Resort
2018, 2017 & 2016
› Cyprus’ Leading Resort 2017,
2016, 2014 & 2013
• Haute Grandeur Global Excellence
Awards including Best Family Resort
Globally (2018) and Best All Suite
Resort in Europe, Best Beach Resort
in Cyprus, Best Destination Wedding
Hotel in Cyprus and Best Family
Resort (2019)

• Nespresso machine

• Massage *
• Aromatherapy *
• Reflexotherapy *

• Eros Cocktail Bar

• Relaxing and revitalising treatments *

• Poseidon Pool Bar & Beach Bar

• Outdoor lagoon-style pool (West)

• Ceiling fan

• Bacchus Restaurant

• Wireless Internet access

• Apollo Tavern Restaurant

• Indoor swimming pool (West; heated
during winter)

• International direct dial telephone

• Ouzeri Bar

• Satellite TV

• Atrium Restaurant

• Writing desks

• Cape Aspro Restaurant & Pool Bar

• Mini bar

• Seven Cs Bar

• Hairdryer

• Old Customs House

• Air conditioning (full climate
control)

• Two children’s paddling pools

Activities

Conference Facilities

• Outdoor swimming pool (East)

• Archery

• Conference centre (- 350 persons)

• Two floodlit tennis courts

• Basketball

• Meeting room (- 20 persons)

• Two squash courts

• French boules

• Breakout room (10 - 15 persons)

• Two gyms

• Learn to swim*

› Microphone, cordless and tie clip

• Fitness studio

• Gym intro

› Screen and laser pointer

• Two saunas

• Stretching

› Sound recording system

• Seven Stars Luxury Hospitality and
Lifestyle Awards, Signum Virtutis Seal
of Excellence 2019, 2018 & 2016

Number of lifts

Guest Services

• One in the main building (West)

• 24hrs reception

• Two steam baths

• Corporate Travel Award for Beach
Resort Hotel of the Year (2019)

• Table tennis

› LCD projector *

• Two in the main building (East)

• 24hrs room service

• Hot & cold plunge pools

• Greek Lessons

› Technical assistance

• One servicing the Eagle’s Nest Suites

• Dedicated Guest Services Manager

• Jacuzzi

• Entertainment programme

• Hairdressing salon *

• Live music

• Wide range of water sports * (seasonal)

• Folkloric show

• Sailing *

• Free parking

• Golf *

• TV lounge

• Cycling *

• Boutique

• Scuba Diving *

• Green Label Award (2019) for
environmental credentials

Certification
• ISO: 22000 (HACCP)
• ISO: 14001 (Environmental)
• ISO: 9001 (Quality Management)

Air Conditioning
• Full climate control

Fitness Classes at
Hébe Spa

Children’s Specials

• Aqua Gym

• The Den Kids Club

• Circuit Training

• Cub Life Crèche*

• Body Sculpting

• Play area

• Hatha Yoga

• BabyEase List*

• Babysitting * (on request)

• Fit Balls

Weddings

• Pilates

• All Saints Chapel

• Power Glutes
• Legs & ABS

Nicosia

2019
Europe's Leading
Luxury All Suite
Resort

Larnaca
Paphos
Pissouri Bay

Limassol

* at a charge

+357 25 833000
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Columbia Beach Resort, Pissouri Bay, 4607 Cyprus

